Our mission is to create and sustain a positive culture utilizing curriculum and practical applications based on the creative process of the “I AM” experience and Noticing goodness.

Jaime Lyon and Amy Johnson will lead an interactive and inspiring workshop suitable for all school levels. They will walk you through and have you engaged in the ways I AM Noticed can enhance and sustain a positive culture at your school. They will explore how the simple and thoughtful acts kindness, Noticing goodness, and creativity can truly make a huge impact all while Noticing you for the goodness you do every day!

Please join us for an exciting and motivating hour. Because we have prepared 100 handcrafted clipboards to give away to participants, please make sure to arrive early to get your seat!!! We LOVE to give you things that make you feel AMAZING!!! We will be giving a MSCA Product Bundle including a journal and Noticed Products away to one lucky counselor :)

And please stop by the I AM Noticed booth (BOOTH #3) in the exhibit hall. We can’t wait to meet you!